
• TASER 7 energy weapon handle

• Holster

• Dock

• Rechargeable battery

• Axon Evidence license

• Hardware warranty

• Cartridges

• End-user training via Axon Academy online

• Voucher for Axon Energy Weapon Instructor 
Certification 1

• Admin-level access to Axon Academy for 

Certified Instructors

• HALT training suit 2

• Training target 2

TASER 7 CERTIFICATION PLAN 
Everything you need to run your energy weapon program in one package

With the Certification Plan, your agency can make the most of your TASER 7 energy weapon program. Not only will your 

officers be better equipped to limit misses, clothing disconnects and close probe spreads, but your agency will also be able 

to cut administrative time and build in essential training — all thanks to one comprehensive package.

In this brochure, we will walk you through the different components of the Certification Plan, from the weapon itself and its 

accessories to Axon’s online and in-person training offerings.

/ WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE CERTIFICATION PLAN:

DE-ESCALATE WITH CONFIDENCE
The Certification Plan includes the TASER 7 energy weapon alongside key accessories, including cartridges (8 training 

cartridges per handle, per year for training and unlimited cartridges for field use) and the new holster, so that officers can 

feel more confident de-escalating situations in the field.

/ HANDLE
The TASER 7 energy weapon dramatically improves performance with misses, clothing disconnects, and close probe 

spreads – the most commonly reported issues cited by agencies today.

/ CARTRIDGES
 Axon now offers two different energy weapon cartridge types: close-quarters and standoff cartridges. Since agency reports 

suggest that 85% of deployments occur at close range, we optimized the close-quarters cartridge for wide probe spread. A 

close-quarter deployment can fully incapacitate a subject as close as 4 feet. The standoff cartridge is used for longer 

distances, which have an 86% improved drop over distance for greater accuracy.

/ HOLSTER
The new holster comes with a cartridge carrier, allowing you to carry both cartridge types and quickly reload if a situation 

calls for it. The cartridge carrier is removable so it can be worn on the belt or in a wide variety of configurations.

/ HARDWARE WARRANTY
Be backed by a 5-year hardware warranty for your weapon, dock, and batteries.

1 Instructor voucher offered at a 1% ratio to agencies with 50 or more licenses; One Master Instructor voucher offered at 50 or more licenses with  

   additional voucher per 1,000 cumulative licenses 

2 Only for agencies with 40+ officers



CONNECT TO SAVE TIME
The Certification Plan lets you take advantage of TASER 7 energy weapon's status as the first energy weapon to wirelessly 

connect to the Axon network, so you can unlock new time savings for your agency. Recharge batteries and update firmware by 

docking and walking — no cables required. Assign weapons and accessories in seconds with the Axon Device Manager mobile 

application. And track inventory and device health on Axon Evidence.

/ AXON EVIDENCE LICENSE
Track TASER 7 device status, view logs, and reassign weapons within Axon Evidence for smooth program management.

/ RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
Recharge the battery just by docking. The TASER 7 energy weapon also automatically uploads improved pulse graphs and device 

logs and updates firmware when the battery is docked.

/ HOLSTER
The new holster comes with a cartridge carrier, allowing you to carry both cartridge types and quickly reload if a situation calls 

for it. The cartridge carrier is removable so it can be worn on the belt or in a wide variety of configurations.

/ TASER 7 DOCK
Similar in design to Axon’s body camera docks, the TASER 7 dock has 6 bays and comes with a wall mount.

FOCUS ON COMMUNITIES
Investing in a new weapon requires an investment in training. The Certification Plan delivers both online and in-person training 

using new techniques, including a re-designed classroom training curriculum with more hands-on time, that can drive deeper 

learning and show your community your commitment to safety. Receive vouchers for Axon’s Energy Weapon Instructor 

Certification courses and access to trackable online training through Axon Academy — and more.

/ END-USER TRAINING VIA AXON ACADEMY ONLINE
Each user covered in the Certification plan receives full access to Axon Academy’s online training for TASER 7 devices, which 

includes all pre-work necessary for on-site training: Axon’s V.21 Energy Weapon Training (Safety, Medical, Best Practices) and 

TASER 7 energy weapon features and functionality. 

/ VOUCHER FOR AXON ENERGY WEAPON INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION
Those purchasing over 50 licenses receive a voucher to Energy Weapon Instructor Certification courses held across the US.

/ ADMIN-LEVEL ACCESS TO AXON ACADEMY FOR CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
Administrators at the agency level can manage course progress for end-users, communicate with students, and assess 

performance/pre-requisite completion before on-site training dates. 

/ HOOK & LOOP TRAINING SUIT (HALT SUIT)
More hands-on time means more opportunities to deploy cartridges and practice scenarios using our new HALT suit that 

eliminates pin-prick injuries.

/ TRAINING TARGET
Axon’s new targets are specifically designed for live cartridge use with increased durability, portability, and enhanced clarity on 

preferred target zones for energy weapon use. They require less backing than previous designs and can withstand hits from all 

cartridge types/probe lengths.

Interested in VR Training? Access to our full VR offering can be affordably added to any TASER 7 Certification Plan. 

Talk to your Axon representative to learn more.
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